STUDENT MEMBERSHIP

Jump-start your career by learning the latest in circuits and systems engineering from the industry’s best. From workshops on emerging technologies to networking events, the Society provides student members with first-hand access to resources to advance professional development.

In addition to all the benefits offered through standard membership, student members of CASS received the following additional benefits:

- Special Scholarship Opportunities
- Student Travel Awards
- Special student discounts on CASS Conferences and Workshops
- Career Services and assistance
- Young Professionals functions and initiatives

CONNECT WITH CASS!

facebook.com/ieeeCAS
twitter.com/ieeeCASociety

HOW TO JOIN IEEE CASS

To join the IEEE CAS Society, visit our website http://bit.ly/CASMembership

For questions regarding IEEE CASS, please contact manager@ieee-cas.org

Women in CAS (WiCAS)

WiCAS supports career development for IEEE CASS members, particularly women, minorities, and those at early career stages. Many networking, social and educational WiCAS events are held throughout the year and are open to all CASS members.

Please visit ieee-cas.org

IEEE CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS SOCIETY Membership Brochure
WELCOME!

The IEEE Circuits and Systems Society (CASS) is the leading organization that promotes the advancement of the theory, analysis, computer-aided design and practical implementation of circuits, and the application of circuit theoretic techniques to systems and signal processing. The Society brings engineers, researchers, scientists and others involved in circuits and systems applications access to the industry’s most essential technical information, networking opportunities, career development tools and many other exclusive benefits.

Members with similar technical interests engage in professional exchange through the Society’s 14 Technical Committees and more than 100 local chapters in the United States, Canada, Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Latin America, Asia, Australia and the Pacific.

Join CASS Today!

REASONS TO JOIN CASS

Conferences
Whether you’re looking for the hottest topics, the latest research breakthroughs and innovations, short courses on emerging technologies, or vendor exhibits of new commercial products and services related to circuits and systems, the IEEE Circuits and Systems Society offers access to a conference community that will help you meet your professional goals. In addition, with membership you also receive free electronic access to proceedings of CASS conferences and a discounted conference registration for CASS members.

Regional Chapters
More than 100 chapters span across the United States, Canada, Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Latin America, Asia, Australia and the Pacific. Each chapter offers access to the industry’s most essential technical information, networking opportunities, career development tools, and many other exclusive benefits.

Education
The society selects Distinguished Lecturers in various areas of CASS that have information on the latest research. These lecturers are invited by CASS chapters to present their talks.

Publications
Submit papers for publication in any of the IEEE trade journals for the opportunity to achieve industry recognition and esteem. Stay up-to-date with the trends in circuits and systems with a complimentary IEEE Circuits and Systems Magazine subscription and access to other magazines, papers, and publications offered by the IEEE Circuits and Systems Society.

Publications included in CASS membership

Technical Committees
CASS offers 14 Technical Committees. Committees are open to any IEEE member. Membership is by recommendation and is approved by a majority vote of active TC members present at any of the Committee’s physical meetings (usually held annually at ISCAS - the CASS flagship conference).